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HERMAN AND ADA KNIBBE HOME
I.

CONTEXT
The Herman and Ada Knibbe home is located at 9981 Spring Branch Road. Herman’s

grandfather, Dietrich Knibbe, is credited with the founding of the settlement of Spring Branch in

1852. Dietrich came to Texas with the German Immigration Company to find a better life in
Texas. He lost his wife on the voyage but
later married the widow, Bernadine
Fledermann, in New Braunfels. The two
moved to the hill country in western Comal
County and established a ranch. They
overcame adversity and thrived utilizing the
rich resources of the Texas hill country.
The family prospered in the area and in the
early 1900s, Spring Branch was an
established community. Grandson, Herman
Knibbe, and wife, Ada Ohlrich Knibbe, built this 1910 home in the then-thriving community.
Fifth-generation Charles Knibbe and wife, Sharon Hill Knibbe, live in the well-preserved home
and operate the Knibbe Ranch across the road.
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The beautifully-crafted home built by Dietrich’s grandson still stands and is a testament
to the successful family in this once remote area. The 1936 American Legion map of Comal
County compiled by J.J. Sanders shows the area of Spring Branch circled.

II.

OVERVIEW
History of Spring Branch
The history of the Spring Branch settlement evolved in three stages with the oldest area

of Spring Branch founded by the Dietrich Knibbe Family in 1852. This area runs along the
Spring Branch Creek which flows for 1.5 miles and then empties into the Guadalupe River.
Over the next few years the settlement grew to include six farms, a grist mill, cotton gin,
blacksmith shop and store. The settlement’s name was derived from an artesian stream in the
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area originally known as Spring Creek. The naming of Spring Branch coincided with the
opening of a post office. In the book Bridging Spring Branch and Western Comal County, Texas
by Brenda Anderson-Lindemann, we find the following description of Spring Branch: “The great
Guadalupe Valley in Indian Territory-which stood before the first settlers with its high hills, rich
fertile valleys, generous water supply, unlimited timber and protective ranges-became the lure
for a small group of newly immigrated Germans to Texas. The mountain district runs along the
Guadalupe River and the Spring Branch Creek. The settlers were a part of the overflow from the
colonization project of New Braunfels between 1844 and 1860. The original German settlement
of Spring Branch, Comal County was located about 23 miles northwest of the city of New
Braunfels but it was relocated several times over the 160 years since it was founded in 1852.
The construction of the post office and general stores helped develop the community over the
years.”1 The chief industries in the area were farming, ranching, sawmilling and freighting.
Dietrich Knibbe (1817-1896) emigrated from Bissendorf, Germany with his wife on the
ship George Dillas in 1846. Sadly, his wife died during the voyage and more heartache lay
ahead. As the ship approached the coastline of Texas near the port of Indianola, it ran aground
and the farmers were forced to throw all their equipment overboard in order to dock. When
Dietrich Knibbe stepped on Texas soil he had lost both his wife and the tools to make a living.
In 1847, Dietrich married the widow, Bernadine Eliza Fledermann (1819-1906), another
immigrant who had lost her spouse to one of the epidemics that plagued those early settlers.
Dietrich did, however, have an account with the German Emigration Society for about
$20,000. With those funds, he eventually purchased for less than one dollar an acre, almost
22,000 acres in the area thereby becoming the first settler and founder of Spring Branch. Fifth
generation grandson, Charles Knibbe relates that although there was great farmland available
around the Seguin and San Marcos areas for fifty cents an acre, Dietrich chose the hill country
where the Guadalupe River was the southern boundary of his land. Noticing the river lined with
large cypress and pecans trees, he soon established a sawmill on the river apparently unaware
that unlike the big rivers of Germany, rivers in this hilly area of Texas were very prone to sudden
flash flooding.

Unfortunately, his sawmill was destroyed by a flood but he soon rebuilt and

invited his nephew to come to Texas to work at the mill. A second flood destroyed the mill, but
this time, he not only lost the mill, but his nephew who drowned. He never rebuilt the mill.
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The second area in Spring Branch development occurred in 1906 when William Specht,
moved the post office to his store two miles east. This area became known as Old Spring Branch
or Knibbeville and was located on the main road from San Antonio to Blanco. In the early 20th
century, Spring Branch became quite a thriving community. The most direct route from San
Antonio to points north such as Blanco, was through Spring Branch. The Old San AntonioBlanco Road went right through Spring Branch so the route became known as Spring Branch
Road. The community developed around Specht’s store, a dancehall, Knibbe’s cotton gin, a
shingle mill, a blacksmith shop and a barber shop. In 1907, Charles Knibbe, the youngest son of
Dietrich, bought the store and stock from Herr Specht. Charles had married Pauline Wagner in
1881, and in 1911, Charles and his three sons Herman, Harry and Arno, built a bigger store
across the street and tore down the old Specht’s Store. From left in the photo below is Herman
Knibbe, Charles Knibbe, unknown and Harry Knibbe.
The Chas. Knibbe General Store was built with a cellar, which was highly unusual in this

rocky part of Texas. Interestingly, it was hardly used because it was always filling with water.
The store became a popular meeting place after a hard day’s work for the local Germans. The
Specht’s Store was already a well-known establishment serving beer and the Knibbe Store
continued the practice. Across the road was a saloon and dancehall where William Specht’s band
played. The saloon is shown in the following photo. The man standing behind the young boy to
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the right is Herman Knibbe. The boy in front of him is his son, Lawrence. In Brenda AndersonLindemann’s book,
Bridging Spring
Branch and Comal
County, we find an
accounting
concerning some of
the Specht’s Store’s
interesting customs:
“At the bar, beer was
sold by draft and the
teenage sons were
given the job of cleaning the empty kegs which was a dirty sticky chore. Also, in the early years
bars or saloons were divided by a wall or partition and this area was reserved for men folk only!
No women were allowed beyond the store part, if the ladies came with their spouses, they
remained in the store area until the men were ready to leave.” In 1915-1916, the Chas. Knibbe
Store became the Knibbe Brothers General Store.
Behind the dancehall and
across from the Knibbe Brothers
Store was the Knibbe Cotton
Gin. (1858-1933). The painting
of the old cotton gin to the left
was done in 1970 by Sharon
Knibbe. The boll weevil
destroyed all the cotton crops so
by 1933, the gin was obsolete as
was the major cash crop of the
farmers. Although long since
disassembled, much of the old equipment is still lying in place. A blacksmith shop, and a barber
shop also once existed nearby.
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At one time, a Delco Generator operated on the property. The concrete platform is still
visible. This generator supplied electricity to the homes and businesses.
After the invention of the automobile, the brothers installed a gas pump in front of the
store. The cellar and the concrete apron where the pump was installed are still visible today.
The photo shows fifth-generation
Charles Knibbe standing on the concrete apron in
front of the remains of the store.
The store also housed the Spring
Branch post office. Charles Knibbe served as
postmaster from 1907 to 1914 and after that, his son
Herman J. Knibbe was the postmaster from 1914 to
1949.
In 1910, Herman (1884-1954) married Ada Ohlrich (1889-1980) and they had one
son, Lawrence.
The fortunes of the Spring Branch community began to turn in the late nineteen thirties.
Lawrence met Marie Emily Serold from the Bulverde community south of Spring Branch. They
decided to get married in the St. Paul Lutheran Church in Bulverde along the Cibolo Creek.
Charles Knibbe, recalls being told that the night of the wedding was the first time all the Knibbes
were out of the community attending the wedding. Unfortunately, while all were gone, the
Knibbe Brothers General
Merchandise Store mysteriously
caught on fire and burned to the
ground. Harry Knibbe who had
taken over the store did not rebuild
there but waited until the new U.S.
Highway 281 was built and
relocated the store. That store as
shown above right still stands
today.
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The photo left is the
Charles Knibbe Family,
circa 1908. From left:
Ottilie Fischer, Arno
Knibbe, Harry Knibbe,
Herman Knibbe and Ella
Knibbe. Seated are Pauline
and Charles Knibbe.

The Herman and Ada Knibbe Home
Herman and Ada built a home in 1910 in the hub of Spring
Branch on the Spring Branch Road. There are many historical
Texas homes but few of them have direct succeeding generations
still living in them. After Herman and Ada’s passing, their son
Lawrence and his wife Marie moved into the home in 1974. Later,
after Lawrence and Marie’s passing, their son, Charles and his wife
Sharon moved
into the home
in 2016. Over
a century of
Knibbes have
lived in this
home. The
photo above
right is Herman
and Ada and
the photo above is of the home shortly after it was built.
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The home is one of three residences on the same road that were owned by the sons of
Charles (1860-1927) and Pauline Knibbe (1859-1947): Arno Knibbe, Harry Knibbe and Herman
Knibbe. These homes along with Charles and Pauline’s home are still standing today.
In addition to these homes, the Spring Branch teacherage, one-quarter mile from the
Knibbe homestead retains much of its features. Although remodeled a bit, the teacherage is still
intact and is used today as rental property. The nearby Spring Branch School building is gone
but the concrete foundation and water fountains remain, as does the concrete foundation for the
outhouse.
According to Sandra Knibbe Sowell, granddaughter of Herman and Ada Knibbe, Louise
Taylor Krause boarded with Herman and Ada while she served as postmaster from 1955 to 1957.
Louise recalls that “Aunt Ada” fixed breakfast for her every morning. After dinner, they looked
forward to watching Perry Como on TV. She says she really enjoyed bathing in the claw-foot
bathtub. Her hair, however, had to be washed in the wash house outside with the homemade
soap and Ada made sure she rinsed her hair with vinegar. After Louise was married to
Lawrence Krause, they lived in the teacherage at the old Spring Branch School where they
started their family. Louise said that “Aunt Ada” always had an amazing group of geraniums in
the front of the house because she watered them with eggshell-soaked water.
The Building of the Home
On cursory look at the house, the first item of notice is the large, quarried-rock used to
build the house. The photo below left is the rock quarry and at right is the building of the store
foundation using the quarried stone. These massive
rocks were quarried on the Knibbe Ranch out of a
hillside east of what today is Highway 281. Arno
Knibbe related the process of how the rock was
quarried in Brenda Anderson-Lindemann’s book
Spring Branch & Western Comal County, Texas.
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This passage concerns the building of the Knibbe Store, but the procedure was the same for this
house built a year earlier and the rock was quarried from the same location. Arno Knibbe
related, “The way we quarried the rock after we found suitable ones usually on a ledge of a
hillside, we had to clean the dirt off the top then we use a hatchet type hammer, to cut a straight
ridge across the rock, in that ridge we drilled a hole an inch in diameter from ten to twelve inches
deep depending on the thickness of the rock we were working on. In these holes we dropped two
small wedges with a heavy side down which left a V-shape into which drove a wedge, the holes
were about eight inches apart depending on the size of the rock. The wedges were driven down
by a sledge hammer. The part that popped off was rolled out of the way. This procedure
continued until all the rock was cut up. After enough rock was quarried we backed a wagon up
to the rock and used two four x six-inch poles about ten feet long to roll the rock on the wagon,
then poles were used to roll the rock to the front of the wagon, where short pieces of pipe that
kept under the large rocks. After the wagon was filled, it was hauled to the building site where
the stone was shaped then put into the walls. For the rocks over the door we had to find large
rocks in order to get long enough ones to cover the opening. After we found them it was quite a
job to load them and get them in place on the building.”
With minor exceptions, the house appears today almost
like it did when it was built over a century ago. Of course, the
house was built with no bathrooms so, a “master” bath was
added to the back of the house in the 1920’s. The clawfoot
bathtub installed at that time is still in use.

When Lawrence

and Marie Knibbe moved into the house in the 1970s, they
added a smaller bathroom to the north side of the house walling
in an area that was open under the eaves. The overall structure
of the house including all the exterior walls is intact. Even the
exterior wall was left visible inside with the 1970s
addition. The attic is expansive and the beams are
marked “Henne” from the Henne Lumber Company
in New Braunfels.
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The roofline construction and overhang has remained the same as when built in 1910.
There is a significant overhang supported by internal beams. At one time, there was a front
porch that extended across the front that had

gingerbread railing. The porch was removed
very early in the home’s existence and replaced
with a concrete porch and steps. The current
roofing materials are composition but in 1910
were probably scalloped flat tin tiles.
All the doors in the house are original
with their original latches, hinges and transom
hardware as they were built. The hardware is metal with the
“tiger stripe” decorative design still visible. The original
front door is a single oak door with an original transom and
sidelights. The other exterior entrance doors all have
working transoms.

All these doors have the original full-

length oval beveled glass pane.
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The outer walls are 15+ inch thick quarried stone. The interior-outer walls are covered in
plaster with the inside walls finished in sheetrock and wallpaper. Originally, the inside walls all
were covered in wallpaper.
The front door opens in the center front of the house into an entrance way with a dining
room. On the right are the kitchen and a master bedroom, and on the left, are the living room
and a second bedroom.
The floors are original longleaf pine and the windows are original single-pane, doublehung cypress with original wavy glass. There is original decorative wood trim in every room.
Water for this house- as well as the two other brothers’ houses in Spring Branch- was
originally piped from a beautiful spring that fed the Spring Branch Creek. A water ram was used
to pump the water ¾ mile from a creek to the houses. A water ram is a water pump that uses the
water from the creek to create the pressure to push water up the pipe instead of using a gasoline
or electric engine. Eventually, the water ram could not keep up with the demand of the growing
Knibbe families and so in the 1960s, all three houses drilled their own water wells.
In the beginning, the house was heated with potbellied wood stoves. From about 1940 it
was heated with butane gas space heaters and wall heaters.
The grandson of Herman and Ada, Charles, and his wife, Sharon, moved into the house
in 2016. They added a central air and heat system, and a deck on the north side of the house.
The deck is not physically attached to the house structure and does not conceal the existing
walls. It extends from the 1970-bathroom addition to the home and allows for more living space.
In the beginning, the house had typical
gingerbread railing around the porch. Charles and
Sharon found the old cypress gingerbread panels
in the attic area of one of the outbuildings and
installed them around this new deck.
Additional Buildings on the Property
A covered walkway connects the house to
a long rectangular tin-covered outbuilding built in
1910 that served as a carriage
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house, living quarters, wash house, water supply and cold storage. The inner walls are handmilled cypress that was from the old Knibbe sawmill. Charles remembers that his dad,
Lawrence, said that the outbuilding was his
bedroom growing up. In the mornings, shortly
after sun up, his father, Herman would pound on the
wall, and Lawrence knew it was time to get up and
go to work. Later in the thirties, when U.S.
Highway 281 was being built, this room was rented
out to road workers. Today, that bedroom is
Charles and Sharon’s ranch business office. The
carriage house and cold storage area in the outbuilding are used for storage and the wash house is
intact. The original fire pit and kettle to boil water
for washing is still there like it was a century ago
and the washtub and implements are still present.
The cold storage portion of the building is lined in
quarried limestone and the ceiling has massive
beams that once supported a water tank above
although the water tank is no longer there.
Between the house and the washhouse, is a
partially underground cistern with a hand pump on top. The expansive roof of the house
collected a lot of rain water and it was directed underground into
the cistern. This water was used for washing and watering
flowers.
Out from the
back door of the
washhouse is the
wooden smokehouse
built at the same
time as the home. This century old building has a
Slippery Elm tree slowly growing into its east wall.
The smokehouse is still used to this day. The iron
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smoke pit sits in the corner inside the structure. Crocks that were very important for preserving
food are present and have been recently used to make wine.
Beyond the smokehouse is the chicken house that is still in use with some Rhode Island
reds laying eggs. The chicken house was built early and probably added on to as necessary. The
photo below shows Ada with her chickens.
The photo right is the chicken house today.

Behind the smokehouse is a two-room
wood working shop and storage. This structure
was built in 1910 and has been in continuous
use for the past century. Wood working
equipment is still stored in the shop and it is in
its original condition.
At one time, the water ram was used to pump water to a large storage tank on the
property. The water tank is still visible but it is not
used as the water
source for the area
homes even though
it is currently ¾ full
of water. This was
determined by water
seepage from the
rings.
A small home
called the caretaker’s
home was built on the property in the 1930s for Pauline
Knibbe to live in during her lifetime so she could be
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cared for at home. The home has not been altered except for upkeep and paint.
Over the years, the family utilized the vast resources of the land. They milled wood,
farmed cotton, raised cattle, chickens and goats, quarried rock, provided utilities such as water
and electricity to the area, preserved food, made soap and opened associated businesses that
contributed to the thriving community.
The Family and Ranch
Until 2001, the Knibbe Ranch across the road from the home had been involved in typical
ranching and farming activities. The home and ranch are still owned by the Knibbe Family. The
fields along the Spring Branch creek grew oats, wheat, and corn. Hereford were the cattle of
choice for most of that time. Also through the years,
Angora goats, Spanish goats, and sheep were grazed
on the ranchland. However, the “carrying capacity”
meaning the number of acres it takes to support
livestock, was so small, normal ranching activities
no longer supported a family on the ranch. During
the droughts, especially in the 1950’s, prickly pear
cactus were burned to feed the stock. The ranch is a
Texas Department of Agriculture Century Ranch but qualifies for the 150-year designation.
The
grandson of
Herman and
Ada Knibbe,
Charles
Knibbe and
his wife,
Sharon, were
determined to find a way to increase the income on the ranch so
that succeeding
generations of
Knibbes could
hold onto the
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land. In July 2001, they gave license to the Marriott through
their downtown River Center Hotel and later the JW Marriott
Resort and Spa to use a portion of the ranch for corporate
events. Based on that agreement, the Knibbes built a 13,000
sq. ft. event center
right along the
Spring Branch
Creek including a
beer garden, a
rodeo arena, and a
full service kitchen so Marriott could cater all the
food for these events. The Marriott hotels bring
about 25,000 to 30,000 people a year to the ranch for a ranch-like experience. The guests have
great food, great entertainment (Blake Shelton, Martina McBride, Chris Stapleton, Florida
Georgia Line, KC and the Sunshine Band, to name a few), enjoy a fully produced rodeo, learn
about the cattle business in Texas, the history of the Longhorns, see a prehistoric nomadic dig
site, watch armadillo races, ride a saddle broke Longhorn and much more. The facility is
decorated using saddles and family collectables gathered through the years.
III.

Significance
The Knibbe Family came to Texas as part of the German Immigration wave from the

1840s. They endured the hardships of the frontier and settled the area of Spring Branch. Over
the succeeding generations, the family prospered and were an integral part of the thriving Spring
Branch community through the 20th Century. The home, built in 1910 is a testament to that
success and continues to remain in the Knibbe Family. The substantial construction of the home
using local resources has contributed to its longevity. A love of family and history has prompted
the family members through the generations to preserve the ranch and home and it remains a
viable source of income and a great place to live. Although the hub of Spring Branch has moved
from Spring Branch Road to U.S. 281, the area remains an integral part of the story of the
settlement of the area. The experience one has while visiting tells the story of Spring Branch,
Comal County and Texas. This is just the beginning of many more designations for this property
and a continuation of its preservation.
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